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vehicle back, have it inspected and then convert it back into a
regular title. Because of the problems we have with o u r
inspection law of having a Nebraska law enforcement person
identifying the serial numbers and the like in part of that
inspection, in many cases you' ve got that catch-22, the vehicle
is so mewhere el se , you can't m o ve it until you can show
ownership. Unless you can move it, you can'0 get i t ba c k t o
Nebraska to have it inspected and you' re caught in that trap.
So this nontransferable title would address that particular
problem, so with that explanation, I would offer it to the body

SENATOR HANNIBAL: Thank you, Senator C onway.
Bernard-Stevens, pl e ase.

SENATOR BERNARD-STEVENS: Senator Conway, just a quick' question
if you would, please.

SENATOR HANNIBAL: Would you respond.

SENATOR BERNARD-STEVENS: Your opening sounded reasonable to me,
and I don't particularly have any problems with i t as f ar as
what I heard. I guess I'd just kind of like to know,since I
was looking at the bill and haven't had a cha nc e t o see it
obviously since it wasn't passed out of committee, or they chose
to hold it I guess, what was some of the problems that developed
in Committee that kept the bill from coming out that we might
want to be aware of on the floor before we vote on this this

SENATOR CONWAY: It was advanced out with committee amendments.
There were some technicalities and some of the insurance
companies, various insurance companies had various feelings.
When I originally wrote the bill, I did not identify it that it
was specifically titles that were non-Nebraska titles, and in
many cases there was some confusion of why do we need to do this
if it's a Nebraska title because you can co nvert a Neb r as k a
title without inspection. This company holds a lot of titles
that are from other states and they need to convert them into
being Nebraska titles because now they have ownership. And so
it took us a couple days to have the various insurance companies
give us a few technical amendmenis t o make s u re that eve r y body
was satisfied and so that is...were made in the committee
amendments and then the committee did advance the bill out.

Senator

afternoon?
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